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ABSTRACT 
Acoustic remote sensing has long been useful to the oil and gas industry for 
determining where to drill, and to the Navy in determining ocean bottom properties for 
sonar performance prediction. TTraditionally, geoacoustic measurements are taken 
using a controlled sound source and receiver—an expensive process in terms of time 
and capital. Noise interferometry, however, utilizes passive acoustic signatures from 
ambient and shipping noise collected over longtime scales to measure the acoustic 
Green’s function, allowing each hydrophone used to act as a virtual transceiver. 
Passive interferometry is inexpensive and allows for inconspicuous monitoring of 
ocean and seafloor properties relative to active sources. Armed with knowledge of 
virtual transceivers and acoustic reciprocity, the deduction of seabed properties, 
acoustic and otherwise, without the need for an active source is possible through use 
of the single element passive time reversal mirror. Using data from the Shallow Water 
2006 experiment, this thesis investigates the capability and accuracy of deducing 
seafloor acoustic properties from noise cross-correlation functions of diffuse noise in 
a shallow water waveguide using a time reversal mirror technique. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
From the Spartans at Thermopylae to General Buford at Gettysburg, to the use of 
thermal, salinity, and density gradients in modern submarine tactics, the importance of 
possessing superior environmental knowledge than one’s opponent cannot be oversold. To 
this end, it is in the U.S. Navy’s interest to gain understanding of seabed properties, ocean 
currents for undersea warfare applications. Historically, such data for acoustic remote 
sensing was collected using controlled, compact sources such as air guns in the oil and gas 
industry and piezoelectric transducers for oceanographic and military applications, and 
even earthquakes in the field of geophysics. While robust, these methods are often costly 
in terms of capital, ship time and manpower. Furthermore, such methods can be 
environmentally questionable to activist groups, and worst of all, are easily differentiable 
from ambient noise and thus highly conspicuous. This makes traditional data collection 
methods unappealing for applications in contested regions where environmental 
knowledge is most valuable for military applications and clandestine collection of such 
information is highly preferable, making these areas ideal for passive acoustic noise 
interferometry. 
This thesis details the use of acoustics noise interferometry for approximating the 
environmental acoustic Green’s function (GF) using 31 hydrophone pairs during the 
Shallow Water 2006 experiment (SW06). This information can be used for the deduction 
of seabed physical properties in a process known as geoacoustic inversion. Time reversal 
mirrors (TRMs) are the focus of this thesis and provide one method to solve the inverse 
problem. In the interest of enhancing future geoacoustic inversion efforts, three types of 
focusing metrics are also examined and evaluated for use in future acoustic inversion work. 
Two of the three metrics examined are proposed and tested here for the first time, and all 
three are evaluated using numerical experiments simulating the SW06 environment. 
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II. BACKGROUND
A. NOISE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTIONS
Passive acoustic noise interferometry allows one to infer properties of a medium or
surrounding media remotely using only ambient environmental noise through retrieval of 
the acoustic Green’s function (GF) from noise recorded by two hydrophones; a technique 
first proposed by Roux and Kuperman in 2005 [1]. As discussed in Snieder’s and 
Wapenaar’s article in Physics Today [2], signals which pass through two passive sources 
some distance apart can be used to estimate an environment’s acoustic Green’s function 
(GF) by calculating the estimated cross-correlation function (CCF) of diffuse noise in the 
environment of interest [3-5]. The definition of a cross-correlation function is provided as 
Equation 1.  
0
1 ( , ) ( , )
T
AB A BC x t x t dtT
= ν + τ ν∫ (1) 
Equation 1 is the cross-correlation function between two receivers, A and B, where 
t is time, τ is time delay, and T averaging time. Snieder and Wapenaar used the CCF from 
Equation 1 for seismic tomography with active sources, the idea of using diffuse ambient 
noise for a noise cross correlation function (NCCF), was used recently in Godin et al., 2010 
[6]. Godin et al. demonstrated that acoustic daylight, especially from shipping could be 
used for sound speed field tomography using low frequency waves and vertical line arrays 
(VLAs). Another paper by Dr. Godin demonstrated the retrieval of acoustic Green’s 
Functions using several types of high frequency noise [7].  
In 2014, Godin et al. [8] established that the nonreciprocity in real ocean 
environments could be detected and quantified cost effectively by using hydrophone pairs 
over distances as large as 10km in the Florida Straits. In the Florida Straits experiment, 
hydrophones were placed along the sea floor at distances of 5.01, 9.76, and 14.76 km and 
recorded ambient and shipping noise for 6 days. The sea floor was relatively flat along the 
direct path, and all clocks operating at sub-millisecond accuracy as clock stability is a major 
concern for accurate environmental calculations. NCCFs were calculated between 
hydrophones as a function of time delay for different averaging times and are shown below. 
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Figure 1. Four NCCF estimates for hydrophone pairs in the Florida 
Straits experiment. The positive and negative time delay parts of the signals 
are evident, with spurious arrivals and incoherent signals reduced to 
insignificant levels. Adapted from [16]. 
It is notable that averaging these signals over 6 days suppresses spurious arrivals 
and allows Green’s function retrieval between these pairs. This is similar to the work done 
in this thesis, only this work was conducted using hydrophones from the SHARK 
horizontal line array (HLA) and SHRU 1 in the SW06 experiment off the New Jersey coast. 
In this experiment, vertical and horizontal hydrophone line arrays known collectively as 
SHARK recorded ambient and shipping noise simultaneously with several single 
hydrophone receiving units (SHRUs), of which SHRU 1 is the focus in this thesis. 
B. TIME REVERSAL MIRRORS
Traditionally, time reversal mirrors (TRMs) are a physical system composed of one
or more transceivers. Ideally, the transceiver records the signal from a source, time reverses 
it, and retransmits it through the media, focusing the time reversed signal at the original 
transmitter location. Normally, position of the focus is located at the position of the original 
source but this can change based on a variety of factors such as frequency band and 
environmental parameters used. The principles behind such techniques are well established 
5 
and have been applied to ocean acoustics traditionally with vertical line arrays (VLAs) 
which act as the TRM. Phase conjugation is used to reconstruct and time reverse the 
original signal this way, taking advantage of phase differences between signals received 
by different elements of the VLA. Naturally, acoustic path diversity is desirable for this 
kind of processing as greater path diversity sharpens back propagated field resolution at 
the original source location and reduces sidelobe levels [9-13]. Thus, TRM signal 
processing techniques require an accurate description of multipath propagation in an 
environment and is well described in Computational Ocean Acoustics by Jensen, 
Kuperman, Porter, and Schmidt [14] and will not be discussed in any further depth here. 
A more modern and intriguing method of time reversal in ocean acoustics combines 
the concept of TRMs with the NCCF and noise interferometry discussed in the previous 
section. This method uses a sample NCCF between two hydrophones to approximate the 
acoustic GF and to simulate a TRM using a reliable model such as the range-dependent 
acoustic model (RAM). As discussed by Brown et al. [15], calculation of the NCCF 
between hydrophones allows one to perform phase-coherent signal processing to conduct 
waveform inversions, investigate modal dispersion, conduct time-warping processing 
techniques, and TRM processing using back propagation simulations. For the purposes of 
this paper, back propagation refers to the time reversed back propagation field in a 
simulated environment. TRM processing refers to the signal processing methods applied 
to create the time reversed pressure field and the focusing metric used to visualize where 
the TRM is focused. Others have examined the use of TRMs for passive remote sensing as 
well [15,16], with great interest in the way spatial focusing on the original source location 
is achieved in the back-propagated field.  
The single element passive TRM is another approach to the time reversal problem 
and is the method used in the work discussed in this thesis. Such a method relies on the 
complex conjugation of a received signal in an environment, either retrieved from NCCF 
or constructed in a model, with a back-propagated field generated with reliable 
computational acoustic modeling software. Complex conjugation is described by Equation 
2 and results in what will be referred to as the back propagated field. This is one aspect of 
TRM processing applied to create the back propagated field from the simulated 
6 
environment. Pf is calculated from the complex conjugate of the frequency domain 
received signal, Pfwd, and the three-dimensional (depth, range, frequency) back propagation 
field generated using RAM, represented by Pback. z1 represents the original source location, 
z2 represents the receiver (TRM) location, z signifies depth, r signifies range, and f signifies 
frequency. 
 * 1 2 2( , , ) ( , , , ) ( , , , )f fwd backP z r f P z z r f P z z r f=   (2) 
 
Position of the TRM focus can be derived a number of different ways and is 
generally based on amplitude or energy in the time domain. Considerations to what makes 
a “good” focus include number of false peaks, tightness of the focus around the expected 
location, and SNR between the focus location and the rest of the field. In general, a tighter 
focus will be achieved with a wider bandwidth as a greater number of propagating modes 
provides greater insight into the actual environment the signal traveled through. An 
excellent example of amplitude based focusing using sound pressure level is documented 
by Godin et al. [16], which details TRM models using both real and synthetic data for the 
2012 Florida Straits experiment. Results of the synthetic data tests are displayed in Figure 
3 and provide a useful benchmark for testing TRM processing in this thesis. That paper 
[16] also documents the use of a seven parameter half-space inversion using real data 
collected during the Florida Straits experiment, laying a foundation built upon by Brown 
et al. with a focusing metric which integrates pressure squared over a selected time interval. 
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Figure 2. TRM back-propagation focus marked by the white dot and 
areas of darker color. Source to receiver distance is 5.015 in figures (a) and 
(b) and 9.760 in figures (c) and (d). Figures (a) and (c) utilize a 20–200Hz 
bandwidth while figures (b) and (d) utilize a 20–70 Hz bandwidth. Adapted
from [16]. 
C. SHALLOW WATER 2006 EXPERIMENT (SW06)
The SW06 experiment included five single hydrophone receiving unit (SHRU)
systems placed on the sea floor and an L-shaped hydrophone array known as SHARK off 
the coast of New Jersey. Locations and orientations of SHARK and SHRU 1 are described 
in Figures 4 and 5. Both SHARK and SHRU 1 were equipped with clocks capable of sub-
millisecond accuracy and recorded ambient noise continuously for over a month. Data used 
here was collected from hardware for SW06 built and deployed by Woods Hole 
Oceanographic Institute (WHOI), and is well documented by Newhall et al. [17], which 
8 
was used as a reference for much of the work done in this thesis. Relevant information 
adapted from the report [17] is displayed in Figures 3 and 4 and discussed in further detail 
below. This thesis considers twenty-eight days of SHRU 1 and SHARK HLA recording in 
the area of interest. 
 
Figure 3. SW06 took place off the New Jersey coast, southwest of 
New York Harbor. SHRU 1 and SHARK are approximately 5.790 km apart. 
Adapted from Newhall. 
 
Figure 4. Complementary figures describing the bathymetry and 
exact distances between elements of the SHARK HLA and SRHU 1 in 
kilometers. 
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SHRU and SHARK systems were placed southwest of New York Harbor for a 
variety of reasons unrelated to the work done in this thesis. Naturally, most useful noise is 
low frequency; less than 110 Hz, generated by a combination of shipping and other ocean 
surface generated noise. Examples of unusable noise is any non-diffuse acoustic fields 
including highly directive sources and flow noise; useful noise must be sufficiently diffuse 
and coherent. 
The bathymetry from SHARK to SHRU 1 is a slope from seventy-six meters to 
eighty-six meters with a sandy bottom. However, the sound speed profile that was used in 
calculations for this thesis only includes in-situ measured sound speed to a 77 meter depth, 
requiring the use of smoothed linear extrapolation to determine sound speeds in the 
remaining nine meters necessary to reach the deepest part of the sea floor between SHRU 
1 and SHARK. The resulting SSP is shown in Figure 5. 
Figure 5. Sample sound speed profile for the SHARK-SHRU 1 
experiment with sound speeds in m/s. 
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The sound speed profile in Figure 6 exhibits near-constant sound speed in the mixed 
layer within approximately 12 meters of the surface, and a local sound speed minimum 
centered at 40 meters. It is worth noting that the shallow bathymetry, short range, and low 
frequencies of interest make RAM the most appropriate choice of model to use for 
simulating the SW06 environment. 
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III. METHODS AND THEORY
A. NOISE CROSS-CORRELATION
The sample NCCF and estimated acoustic Green’s Function in this thesis were
derived from 28 days of recorded data between SHRU 1 and the horizontal line array 
(HLA) on the SHARK L-shaped array using Equation 3, where Cj stands for 31 different 
NCCFs in the frequency domain, j is the HLA element number one through thirty-one, and 
P represents the time domain recorded signal at each hydrophone. This approximates the 




( ) ( )1( ) , j=1,2,...31










ω ω∑  (3) 
Usable data was limited to that collected during time periods during which both 
SHRU 1 and the thirty-one elements of SHARK were operational. SHARK would reset for 
20 minutes every few days, resulting in some data that was not practically unusable due to 
only one or two minutes being recorded at a time by one of the systems. 
Despite this challenge, the acoustic Green’s function was still retrieved for most 
days. As one would expect, longer averaging times can result in more usable noise and a 
better estimate of the acoustic GF. 
B. THE SINGLE ELEMENT TIME REVERSAL MIRROR
The purpose of time reversal in this thesis was to test multiple focusing metrics for
achieving the tightest (low false peak levels) and most accurate spatial focus possible using 
synthetic data and a model environment as close to the SW06 environment as practicable. 
The intent is that future work can implement the most effective of these focusing metrics 
using the data collected between SHRU 1 and the SHARK HLA to perform an accurate 
geoacoustic inversion or even water column tomography. This simulation experiment tests 
three focusing metrics using a broadband MATLAB version of Michael Collin’s Range-
Dependent Acoustic Model (RAM) to test these metrics first against a control [16] and then 
using an environment similar to that between SHRU 1 and SHARK in SW06. 
12 
The single element time reversal mirror is simulated using Equation 4. This is 
simply the inverse fast Fourier transform (IFFT) along the third dimension (frequency) of 
Equation 2 (denoted by “3” in Equation 2). This results in pf, the time domain back 
propagated field. This field is the foundation to which all additional processing such as 
focusing metrics are applied. 
 * 1 2 2
1( , , ) ( ( , , , ) ( , , , ))
2
j t
f fwd backp z r t P z z r f P z z r f e dt
− ω=
π ∫   (4) 
Pfwd denotes the frequency domain received signal at a point (i.e., hydrophone) and 
Pback denotes the frequency domain back-propagated field computed using RAM, a well-
established parabolic equation (PE) model. The shallow water, low-frequency waveguides 
that so often form the backdrop for passive time reversal experiments also provide a 
challenging computational environment for most models. Thus, RAM is the logical choice 
to model such environments as it is well understood and widely used across both academic 
and military applications including [16] and the U.S. Submarine service. Furthermore, 
RAM is known to handle shallow water and low frequency sound well in comparison to 
ray models and is more approachable than a normal mode code such as KRAKEN for some 
users. However, the version of RAM used in this experiment runs in MATLAB rather than 
Fortran. MATLAB RAM is more approachable and was thoroughly tested before deciding 
to use it for modeling passive time reversal mirrors. The simulated, half space Florida 
Straits propagation model and modal structure produced by MATLAB RAM was tested 
against KRAKEN and performed very well, matching both modal structure and the 
pressure field over six kilometers. The simulated SW06 numerical model was tested using 
time warping, a very sensitive measure, to extract dispersion curves and identify modes at 
the ranges required. Dispersion curves were then compared with those produced using 
KRAKEN, a well-known computational acoustic model based on normal mode theory. 
This provided a sensitive and robust method for verifying that the numerical model 
operated as intended [18]. 
Both the forward and back propagated fields are computed as three-dimensional 
array containing depth, range, and frequency information for ease of calculation within 
MATLAB. Next, a vector called pf is created, where pf is the inverse Fourier transform of 
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Pf. Each of the focusing metrics described later in this chapter manipulates and plots the 
real valued field, pf, in a different way.  
With experimental data, Pfwd is computed using the Fourier transform of the 
acoustic Green’s function reconstructed using the NCCF described earlier. To create 
synthetic data, RAM must be run twice, once for forward propagation to create Pfwd and 
once for back propagation to create the Pback field. Source and receiver depths must be 
flipped for the back propagation model, as it is essentially a mirror image of the forward 
model. 
C. ENVIRONMENTAL MODELS 
The control test was conducted using a four-parameter half-space model designed 
to model the Florida Straits experiment. Water column sound speed (cw) was set to 1500m/s 
and half space sound speed (cs) set to 1750m/s. The water-half space density ratio (ρ) was 
set to 1.9. This model was run once with a frequency band of 20–200 Hz, with source and 
receiver 5.015 kilometers apart, both at 95 meters depth, in a range independent 
environment with a depth of 100 meters. To account for attenuation of low frequencies the 
half space extended 300 meters below the water column, providing a minimum of four 
wavelengths worth of attenuation. Attenuation in the half space was set to 0.3 dB per 
wavelength, which provided enough attenuation to adequately suppress reflections. Each 
of the focusing metrics was tested using this model and the sensitivity of each was tested 
by varying Cs in the back-propagation model from 1650 meters per second to 1950 meters 
per second in 100 meter per second increments. One would expect discrepancies between 
forward and back propagation parameters to yield a displaced spatial focus after computing 
the Back propagated field and serves to benchmark the sensitivity of each focusing metric 
in a simple, well known environment. The results of tests using this environmental model 
are discussed further in Chapter V. 
The SW06 environment was simulated with a six-parameter model, which includes 
a 20-meter sediment layer. The sound speed profile for this environment was extrapolated 
from an average sound speed profile compiled from sample profiles collected during the 
SW06 experiment and can be found in Figure 5 with the appropriate description. The SW06 
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model environment includes constant bathymetry with 86 meter depth, twenty meters of 
sediment below the sea floor, and an additional basement layer below that extending down 
to four hundred meters. Cs was set to 1750 meters per second and sound speed of the 
basement layer (cb) to 1800 meters per second. The density ratio between the water column 
and the sediment layer (ρs) was set to 1.9 and the density ratio between the water column 
and basement layer (ρb) was set to 2.1. In this model, the source and receiver (simulating 
SHARK and SHRU 1) are at different depths, with SHARK at 76 meters and the SHRU 1 
at 86 meters on the sea floor, separated by a horizontal distance of 5.790 kilometers. This 
model was run from 10–110 Hz in all cases with a symmetric Hamming window centered 
at 55 Hz applied in the frequency domain. 
As with the Florida Straits model, the SW06 model was run for each of three 
focusing metric under matched and mismatched environmental parameters between the 
forward and back-propagation models to test the sensitivity of each metric to different 
parameters. In the six-parameter model, both Cs and ρs changed values. cs values changed 
from 1650 to 1950 meters per second by one hundred meter per second increments. ρs 
changed from 1.5 to 2.1 in increments of 0.2. 
With the SW06 model, not all metrics were able to focus perfectly at the original 
source location, and instead focused on a point near the original source location for a 
variety of reasons, resulting in a displaced focus. This is discussed further in Chapter VI. 
D. FOCUSING METRICS 
The focusing metrics examined in this thesis are referred to as the pressure 
amplitude metric, the energy approximation metric, and the pre-whitening metric. Each of 
these metrics is a different way to calculate the TRM focus on location of the original 
source in the back propagated field. The pressure amplitude metric is well established and 
documented in previous work, but the energy approximation and pre-whitening metrics are 
proposed and documented here for the first time. 
The pressure amplitude metric plots the back propagated field using the focusing 
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pfocus is the focused back propagated field generated using the pressure amplitude metric. 
P0 is the maximum of the absolute value of the time domain pressure amplitude of the back 
propagated field, denoted by pf . Here, pf is the time domain back propagated pressure field 
produced using Equation 2 and 𝑝𝑝0 is the maximum absolute value pressure amplitude over 
that field with a range restriction to ranges over 3 kilometers from the single element TRM. 
This is an excellent metric for finding the maximum amplitude in back propagated field, 
expected to occur at the original source location. 
The energy approximation metric evaluates the TRM focus using Equation 6. 
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E approximates energy density at each spatial location within the back propagated 
field, and E0 is the maximum energy contained at any point in the field. Alpha and beta are 
arbitrary constants set to one and four tenths, respectively. H is the depth of the water 
column, and pf is the back-propagated real valued pressure field. This metric estimates the 
energy density at each spatial location in the back propagated field and is expected to be a 
better estimator of maximum acoustic energy (where one might expect the focus to be) 
than the pressure amplitude metric. 
The last focusing metric is the pre-whitening metric. This metric is identical to the 
pressure amplitude metric in terms of processing, with the only difference being that the 
forward propagated signal (Pfwd) is pre-whitened. Pre-whitening is done by dividing the 
signal by the absolute value of itself at the point of interest; the TRM location in this case. 
This pre-whitening metric is detailed by Equations 7 and 8. 
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These processes produce a back propagated field which is sensitive to arrival structure 
without being sensitive to amplitude, unlike the pressure amplitude and energy 
approximation metrics. 
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IV. NOISE CROSS-CORRELATION FUNCTION RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSION 
Noise cross-correlation functions for individual days are highly variable, with some 
days producing clean NCCFs and some days resulting in no useful NCCF at all. A “clean” 
or “clear” NCCF exhibits strong peaks that are discernable from the rest of the noise. In-
situ examples of different quality NCCFs can be found in Figures 6 through 8. In each of 
these figures, τ is time delay and the color scale is given as arbitrary pressure amplitude. 
Each peak along the axis labeled “HLA #” is, Cj, one of the NCCFs between a SHRU 1 
and SHARK hydrophone pair. 
 
Figure 6. NCCF between all 31 elements of the SHARK HLA and 
SHRU 1 over a period of one day, 03 August. HLA # denotes the 
hydrophone number in the SHARK HLA. Color scale is arbitrary pressure. 
Note the stronger signal received at negative τ. 
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Figure 7. NCCF between all 32 elements of the SHARK HLA and 
SHRU 1 over one day, 06 August. HLA # denotes the hydrophone number in 
the SHARK HLA. Color scale is arbitrary pressure amplitude.  
 
Figure 8. NCCF between all 32 elements of the SHARK HLA and 
SHRU 1 over one day, 13 August. Color scale is arbitrary pressure 
amplitude. 
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The NCCF is much clearer on day 0806 than three days before, noticeable in the 
larger amplitude peaks at positive time, τ. A clear NCCF can be the result of many noise 
sources including shipping traffic, industrial activities, sonic booms, or environmental 
factors; the critical condition is that these sources must be diffuse over time. Regardless of 
the source, noise must be sufficiently diffuse to be useful in creating a successful NCCF. 
Furthermore, ambient noise must travel almost six kilometers to pass through both SHARK 
and SHRU 1 to be usable for the NCCF. This leaves only a small angle in which noise can 
pass through one hydrophone system to be usable by both for the NCCF, and highlights 
why time averaging over an adequate period is essential for accurate retrieval of the 
acoustic Green’s function for a certain environment. 
Generally, a NCCF produced using longer averaging time between elements of 
SHARK and SHRU 1 produces a better NCCF than one created using shorter averaging 
times, which is in agreement with previous work. However, while time averaging is 
essential it must not be abused. That is, if one wishes to retrieve the most accurate form of 
the Green’s function possible from the NCCF, one may wish to be selective over which 
time intervals will be used for the NCCF. Long averaging times may result in diminished 
peaks in the NCCF. This idea is illustrated with Figures 9 and 10, which were produced by 
computing the NCCF over all 28 days and only the four days with the best individual 
NCCFS, respectively.  
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Figure 9. NCCF over all 28 days. Color scale is arbitrary pressure 
amplitude Averaging over the entire recording time creates a weaker NCCF 
and a stronger spurious arrival, seen at positive τ before the expected arrival. 
The spurious arrival at positive τ in Figure 11 is suspected to be the result of 
shipping noise from New York Harbor. Reciprocal arrivals occur at positive and negative 
τ, and most other unwanted noise is suppressed, as one would expect. However, these peaks 
are relatively weak when averaged over the entire month because many days contain 
unclear NCCFs or NCCFs completely buried in the rest of that day’s noise; this creates a 
NCCF that is good, but is not optimal. 
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Figure 10. NCCF over days 03,04,05, and 24 August. Color scale is 
arbitrary pressure amplitude. The spurious arrival has been almost 
completely eliminated and a strong NCCF is achieved at both positive and 
negative time delay. 
Averaging over only selected days with clear noise cross-correlation functions is 
much more effective than time averaging over the entire data collection period. What 
makes this interesting is how robust this process is when only the proper days are selected. 
Here, the first three days sampled all exhibited strong NCCFs and, as expected, form an 
adequate NCCF on their own. Interestingly enough, when 24 August is added to those 
three, the NCCF becomes even cleaner and the spurious arrival which is noticeable by 03 
August resolves to insignificant levels. Thus, retrieval of an adequate NCCF does not 
require an entire month, but less than three days for a very good NCCF provided ambient 
noise is sufficiently coherent and diffuse. 
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V. FLORIDA STRAITS SIMULATION 
The pressure amplitude metric focuses the back propagated field based on the 
maximum pressure amplitude in the time domain and is calculated using Equation 3. The 
results of this half space model, depicted in Figures 11,12, and 13 can be directly compared 
to Godin, 2017 to provide verification that the TRM processing used is correct. Only the 
pressure amplitude metric half space model will be discussed, as this model was merely a 
check to ensure the TRM simulation worked as intended. 
 
Figure 11. Half space model with matched forward and back 
propagation parameters, 10–70 Hz band, color scale in dB. Focusing is 
expected to occur at 5.015km in range and 95m in depth. This is exactly 




Figure 12. Half space model with mismatched parameters, Cs=1650 
m/s in forward propagation and 1650 m/s in back propagation, 10–70 Hz 
band, color scale in dB. Focus shifted 200 m too far in range and 2 m too 
shallow in depth. 
 
Figure 13. Half space model with mismatched parameters, Cs=1850 
m/s in forward propagation and 1650 m/s in back propagation, 10–70 Hz 
band, color scale in dB. Focus shifted 195 m too close in range and 3 m too 
shallow in depth. 
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Results of these sensitivity tests are consistent with and can be directly compared 
to the results of Godin, 2017, shown in Figure 2. When changing sediment speed in the 
back propagated field to create mismatched sound speeds, one observes the same shifts that 
have been observed in previous work. That is, higher sound speed in the back propagated 
field results in a focus too close to the TRM and a lower sound speed in the back propagated 
field yields a focus that is beyond the expected focus location. Both cases of mismatched 
parameters result in a misplaced focus in depth, though that is not the case for every set of 
mismatched parameters and will be discussed further after presentation of the SW06 
models. It is also worth noting that when environment parameters are matched in forward 
and back propagation, the correct focus becomes noticeably stronger relative to nearby 
peaks than when parameters are mismatched. This is an opportunity for future research. 
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VI. FOCUSING METRIC COMPARISON—SIMULATED SW06 
ENVIRONMENT 
A. SW06 SIMULATED TIME REVERSAL MIRROR GENERAL 
COMMENTS 
Each focusing metric examined in this chapter was tested using a bandwidth of 
empiric GFs which one expects to see at SW06 – 10 to 110 Hz. It must be noted, however, 
that the bandwidth used can dramatically affect the accuracy of the TRM focus, at least in 
depth. An example of this is evident in Figure 14. 
 
Figure 14. Right to left, the simulated SW06 pressure amplitude 
metric TRM is shown for bandwidths of 10–70Hz, 10–110Hz (the bandwidth 
used for the rest of this analysis), and 10–200Hz. The black lines at 86m and 
106m denote the depth of the sediment layer. Focusing is expected to occur 
at 5.790km and 76m in depth. 
Examining Figure 14, one makes two observations critical to understanding the 
TRMs. First, dB difference between the true focus and surrounding signal becomes 
noticeably clearer when using a wider bandwidth; this is known as a “tighter” focus. The 
10–70Hz model exhibits local maxima approximately a half decibel less than the main 
peak; this is increased to approximately a 3dB difference when modeling from 10–200Hz. 
Thus, a wider bandwidth is generally preferable over a narrow bandwidth for achieving a 
tighter focus using a single element TRM. Second, the focus for the frequency band 10–
110 Hz is the least accurate in depth, with a 3m depth discrepancy between the back 
propagated field focus at 79 meters and the expected focus location at 76 meters. Figure 15 
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depicts an example signal created in the simulated SW06 environment before time reversal 
is applied. This signal clearly demonstrates causality and a reasonable arrival structure. 
 
Figure 15. Impulse response for the back-propagated field before time 
reversal at the true focus, 5.790 km range and 76 m depth. 
It is logical to believe that at these low frequencies there are simply not enough 
modes to guarantee an accurate focus in depth. This assertion is corroborated with further 
testing using wider bandwidths, such as the 10–200Hz bandwidth, the results of which are 
visible in the right panel of Figure 14. Depth focus improves with higher bandwidths and 
therefore with higher order propagating modes. This is a known yet valuable insight about 
single element passive TRMs; focus will generally improve with wider bandwidth so long 
as a sufficient number of modes are present. 
B. PRESSURE AMPLITUDE FOCUSING METRIC 
Each of the three focusing metrics examined achieves focusing in a different way 
and Figures 16, 19, and 22 along with their accompanying discussions aim to provide a 
basis for understanding the kind of TRM focus field created by each and what one can 
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expect from each of them. This foundation is essential for the reader to understand and 
analyze the sensitivity tests discussed later on.  
 
Figure 16. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using pressure 
amplitude metric focusing from 10–110Hz. Color scale in dB, expected 
focus marked by the circle and actual focus marked by the triangle. Focusing 
occurs where expected. 
Figure 16 shows that the pressure amplitude metric focuses at the correct range, but 
three meters low, which is expected for this bandwidth. Additionally, the focus achieved 
using this metric exhibits a two- to three-decibel difference compared to surrounding peaks 
(local maximums) such as those between 5 and 5.5 kilometers at around 20 and 80 meter 
depths. The global maximum where the focus occurs is easily distinguishable from local 
maxima—a highly desirable trait for focusing metrics that aim to produce a clean back 
propagated field focus. 
A clean back propagated field in simulations without noise is essential, as the 
receiver location must still be distinguishable when noise is present in a real environment. 
To analyze each focusing metric in more realistic simulated environment, each metric was 
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tested with white Gaussian noise added to Pfwd. Figures 17 and 18 refer to the same 
environment and propagation geometry discussed above but with 3 and 0 decibel signal to 
noise ratio (SNR), respectively. Here, “noise” models electronic noise at the TRM, 
pseudosound such as flow noise, or errors in NCCF measurement. 
 
Figure 17. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using pressure 
amplitude metric focusing from 10–110Hz with 3 dB SNR. Color scale in 
dB, expected focus marked by the circle and actual focus marked by the 




Figure 18. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using pressure 
amplitude metric focusing from 10–110Hz with 0 dB SNR. Color scale in 
dB, expected focus marked by the circle and actual focus marked by the 
triangle. Focusing occurs 1 m higher than expected. 
As expected, adding noise makes the back propagated field less clean. However, 
this focusing metric is fairly robust, even in the presence of noise, requiring less than a 
three decibel SNR and, remarkably, demonstrating only a one meter depth error with a zero 
decibel SNR while still focusing at the correct range. 
C. ENERGY APPROXIMATION METRIC 
Figure 19 visually displays the back propagation field produced using the energy 
approximation metric in the simulated SW06 environment. 
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Figure 19. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using the 
energy approximation metric. Color scale in dB, expected focus location 
marked by the circle and actual focus location marked by the triangle. The 
focus occurs where expected. 
While secondary and tertiary foci appear brighter here than in Figure 16, the 
difference between the true focus and false foci is comparable to that achieved using the 
pressure amplitude metric, on the order of 2–3 decibels. 
However, this metric is not without a depth discrepancy and falls victim to the same 
issue which occurs using the pressure amplitude metric; there are too few modes to resolve 
the focus in depth at this bandwidth. Considering the nature of this metric and the use of 
pressure amplitude as a proxy for energy, it is unsurprising that such an error would occur 
here as well. Amplitude based focusing is merely a crude proxy for energy, which is 
calculated more precisely here. Thus, both metrics fall victim to the same problem when a 
point near the true focus has a higher maximum energy content or maximum amplitude. 
The following two figures result from adding white Gaussian noise to Pfwd with 




Figure 20. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using the 
energy approximation metric focusing from 10–110Hz with 3 dB SNR. 
Color scale in dB, expected focus marked by the circle and actual focus 
marked by the triangle. Focusing occurs where expected. 
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Figure 21. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using the 
energy approximation metric focusing from 10–110Hz with 0 dB SNR. 
Color scale in dB, expected focus marked by the circle and actual focus 
marked by the triangle. Focusing occurs 1 m higher than expected. 
As observed in the same tests using the pressure amplitude metric, the presence of 
noise makes the back propagated field less clean (Figures 20 and 21), but the focusing 
metric remains robust. A three-decibel SNR additive noise does not affect focusing ability, 
and at zero decibel SNR the noise only moves the focus one depth step too shallow. 
D. PRE-WHITENING METRIC 
Figure 22 displays the TRM focusing field in the simulated SW06 environment 
using the pre-whitening metric. The field produced is visually very different from the other 
two but, due to the nature of the metric, is more accurate for the bandwidth and 
environmental parameters expected between SHRU 1 and the SHARK HLA.  
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Figure 22. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using the pre-
whitening metric. Color scale in dB, expected focus marked by the circle and 
actual focus marked by the triangle. Focusing occurs at the exact depth and 
range of the original source. 
Unlike both the pressure amplitude and energy approximation metrics, the pre-
whitening metric focuses perfectly on the original source location. This is because the pre-
whitening focusing metric is completely insensitive to amplitude and energy content of the 
received signal. 
In terms of focusing contrast between the focus and other false foci, the pre-
whitening metric exhibits approximately a two-decibel difference, similar to the pressure 
amplitude metric and inferior to the energy approximation metric in terms of focus 
tightness and clutter. Figure 23 examines the same environment and focusing metric with 
a three-decibel SNR. No figure depicting this metric using a zero decibel SNR was included 
as this metric requires a higher SNR than any other metric to be effective. 
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Figure 23. SW06 simulation with matched parameters using the pre-
whitening metric focusing from 10–110Hz with 3 dB SNR. Color scale in 
dB, expected focus marked by the circle and actual focus marked by the 
triangle. Focusing occurs 1 m higher than the true source location. 
This focusing metric is incapable of focusing correctly with a three-decibel SNR or 
less. Although the focusing errors are small, the pre-whitening metric is only preferable to 
the other two in low noise situations. In noise interferometry, noise refers to unusable 
received signal, the causes of which include non-diffuse sources, flow noise, and thermal 
noise from the hydrophones themselves.  
For the SW06 NCCF between SHRU 1 and the SHARK HLA, either the energy 
approximation metric or the pressure amplitude metric are preferable, though the pre-
whitening metric may prove useful with good NCCFs. 
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VII. FOCUSING METRIC SENSITIVITY TESTS IN THE 
SIMULATED SW06 ENVIRONMENT 
A. PRESSURE AMPLITUDE METRIC SENSITIVITY TESTS 
The pressure amplitude is a known and previously used focusing metric. One must 
compare results from focusing tests using this metric, depicted in Figures 24 through 26, 
to other focusing metrics to fully understand the advantages and drawbacks of each. One 
must remember that the pressure amplitude and energy approximation metrics yield a focus 
3 meters below the actual receiver location when parameters are matched so all focusing 
comparisons must bear this in mind. All forward propagation models were run using a 
sediment sound speed of 1750 meters per second and a sediment density ratio of 1.9. 
 
Figure 24. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
pressure amplitude metric with varying slow sediment sound speed (1650 
m/s) and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
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Figure 25. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
pressure amplitude metric with matched sediment sound speed (1750 m/s) 
and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
 
Figure 26. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
pressure amplitude metric with mismatched fast sediment sound speed (1850 
m/s) and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
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Most notably, the image with the greatest difference between local and global 
maxima occurs when all parameters are matched, cs=1750 and density ratio set to 1.9. 
Additionally, this focusing metric appears more sensitive to slow sediment sound speed 
mismatches than fast sediment sound speed mismatches as the back propagated fields 
produced when cs=1850 m/s exhibit a tighter focus than when cs=1650 m/s. Even with 
varying density ratios, matched sound speed between the forward and backward 
propagation models results in the clearest and tightest focusing which is desirable for 
potential future work in geoacoustic inversion. 
Table 1 and 2 compile the relevant results from each sensitivity test using the 
pressure amplitude focusing metric for easy comparison. Table 1 refers to depth variation 
from the expected focus depth and Table 2 refers to range variation from the expected focus 
range. Both tables are separated by sound speed and density ratio parameters. 
Table 1. Depth variation measured in meters from expected focus 
depth of 79 m. Positive values indicate deeper foci than expected. Negative 
values indicate shallower foci than expected. 
 
Table 2. Range variation measured in meters from expected focus 
range at a distance of 5790 m. Positive values indicate farther foci than 
expected. Negative values indicate closer foci than expected. 
 
 
Examination of Table 1 reveals that sound speed is the most influential parameter 
in determining the proper focus depth using this focusing metric; density ratio has little 
effect on focus depth if the sound speed is matched. Furthermore, using the matched sound 
speed produces less overall range variation over the four density ratios tested, the density 
1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7
1650(m/s) -4 -1 0 2
1750(m/s) -1 0 1 1
1850(m/s) -3 -1 -1 1
1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7
1650(m/s) 165 -410 -415 -390
1750(m/s) -20 0 -560 -550
1850(m/s) -240 -135 -695 -630
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ratio appears to have a far greater effect on range focusing than on depth focusing and does 
not have an easily identifiable pattern. In depth variation, however, a density ratio lower 
than 1.9 (the matched parameter) tends to result in a shallower focus while a density ratio 
higher than 1.9 tends to result in a deeper focus than expected with the exceptional case 
when cs=1650 m/s and ρs=2.3. 
B. ENERGY APPROXIMATION METRIC SENSITIVITY TESTS 
The energy approximation metric provides a clearer maximum than the pressure 
amplitude metric in most cases, and the results of focusing tests with this metric are 
displayed in Figures 27 through 29. 
 
 
Figure 27. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
energy approximation metric with varying slow sediment sound speed (1650 
m/s) and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
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Figure 28. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
energy approximation metric with matched sediment sound speed (1750 m/s) 
and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
 
Figure 29. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
energy approximation metric with mismatched fast sediment sound speed 
(1850 m/s) and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
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Observed with the pressure amplitude metric, but perhaps more apparent here, is 
how clear the focus is in each panel in Figure 28 is compared to corresponding panels in 
Figures 27 and 29 This is especially notable when comparing the matched parameter model 
to any other sensitivity test; one will notice matched parameters provide a clearer and 
tighter focus than most mismatched parameter cases. However, this discrepancy is more 
apparent when cs=1650 m/s than when cs=1850 m/s. This observation prompted the 
creation and inclusion of Figure 30, which was created using the same sensitivity tests but 
with an even larger sediment sound speed mismatch with cs=1950 m/s.  
  
Figure 30. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
energy approximation metric with mismatched fast sediment sound speed 
(1950 m/s) and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
Figure 30 demonstrates a less clean field than Figure 29, but with a comparable 
difference between the focus location and other local energy maxima. Overall, the TRM 
focusing field produced is still differentiable from that created when parameters are 
matched and exhibits degraded focus quality from Figure 29, though better focus quality 
than Figure 27. Thus, the energy approximation metric is more sensitive to slower 
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mismatched sediment sound speed (cs=1650 m/s) than higher sound speed mismatches 
(cs=1850 m/s or cs=1950 m/s). 
Tables 3 and 4 seek to organize sensitivity testing information from Figures 27 
through 29. 
Table 3. Depth variation measured in meters from expected focus 
depth of 79 m. Positive values indicate deeper foci than expected. Negative 
values indicate shallower foci than expected.  
 
Table 4. Range variation measured in meters from expected focus 
range at a distance of 5790 m. Positive values indicate farther foci than 
expected. Negative values indicate closer foci than expected. Values equal to 
210 m indicate that the focus occurs at a range greater than or equal to 6 km, 
the farthest distance used in these simulations. 
 
 
It becomes apparent after examining Tables 3 and 4 that the energy approximation 
metric produces similar results to the pressure amplitude metric with up to two-meter 
discrepancies in depth and larger discrepancies in range. These discrepancies also follow 
the same pattern as the pressure amplitude metric, with higher densities resulting in a 
deeper focus than lower densities. One concludes that the energy approximation metric is 
comparably sensitive in depth to the pressure amplitude metric but less sensitive in range 
in terms of range discrepancy magnitude in most cases. 
Thus, the energy metric is preferable for achieving a tight focus but is not 
necessarily as sensitive in range as the pressure amplitude metric. For future work in 
geoacoustic inversion, a possible approach may be using the pressure amplitude metric to 
1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7
1650(m/s) -3 -1 0 1
1750(m/s) -2 0 1 2
1850(m/s) -2 -1 0 0
1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7
1650(m/s) 210 210 -370 -370
1750(m/s) -55 0 15 -550
1850(m/s) -215 -170 -665 -650
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achieve an initial set of potential focus parameters and following up with the energy 
approximation metric to get a better idea of where energy in the back propagated field is 
actually focusing and achieving a tight focus visually. 
C. PRE-WHITENING METRIC SENSITIVITY TESTS 
The pre-whitening metric is the most accurate metric for the bandwidth of 10–
110Hz when parameters are matched, and the sensitivity of this metric is examined 
thoroughly in this section using Figures 31 through 33. Recalling Figure 22 in Chapter VI, 
this focusing metric is expected to focus at the true receiver depth of 76 meters in this 
simulated environment. 
 
Figure 31. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
pre-whitening metric with mismatched slow sediment sound speed (1650 
m/s) and ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
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Figure 32. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
pre-whitening metric with matched sediment sound speed (1750 m/s) and 
ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
 
Figure 33. SW06 simulation back propagated field produced using the 
pre-whitening metric with mismatched sediment sound speed (1850 m/s) and 
ρs=1.5, 1.9, 2.3, 2.7. 
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Like previous metrics, the pre-whitening metric exhibits a cleaner focus field when 
sound speed is too high than too low, with the cleanest field occurring when parameters 
are matched. Unlike other metrics, however, the difference between false foci and the main 
focus remains almost the same using any parameters. This could be a disadvantage for 
applications such as geoacoustic inversion. The results of figures 31 through 33 are 
compiled in Tables 4 and 5 for ease of comparison. 
Table 5. Depth variation measured in meters from expected focus 
depth of 79 m. Positive values indicate deeper foci than expected. Negative 
values indicate shallower foci than expected. 
 
Table 6. Range variation measured in meters from expected focus 
range at a distance of 5790 m. Positive values indicate farther foci than 
expected. Negative values indicate closer foci than expected. Values equal to 
210 m indicate that the focus occurs at a range greater than or equal to 6 km, 
the farthest distance used in these simulations. 
 
 
Examining Tables 5 and 6, it becomes apparent that this is the most sensitive metric 
in regard to depth, and is especially sensitive when the density ratio is lower than 1.9, the 
matched density ratio. All density ratio mismatches move the focus shallower in depth with 
the exception of ρs=2.3 when cs=1750 m/s, and ρs=1.9 when cs=1650 m/s. Regarding 
range, higher density ratio mismatches tend to move the focus too close in range, while 
lower density ratio mismatches tend to move the focus farther away than it should be. 
Notable exceptions occur when ρs=2.3 and cs=1750 m/s again, and when ρs=1.9 and 
cs=1850 m/s. 
1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7
1650(m/s) -1 1 -51 -54
1750(m/s) -51 0 1 -53
1850(m/s) -52 -2 -2 -51
1.5 1.9 2.3 2.7
1650(m/s) 210 210 -65 -90
1750(m/s) 205 0 15 -275
1850(m/s) 60 -145 -100 -375
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VIII. CONCLUSION 
There are three main conclusions drawn from the experiments and simulations 
described in previous chapters which, if nothing else, are those which every reader should 
take away from this thesis. The first of these conclusions is the possibility of rapid 
estimation of the noise cross-correlation functions suggested by Figure 10. If noise in an 
area of interest is sufficiently diffuse over time, it may be possible to retrieve a good 
estimate of that environment’s acoustic GF through adaptive time averaging. Underwater 
noise is highly intermittent and judiciously chosen short averaging times can yield as good 
estimates of acoustic Green’s functions as long-term averages. Thus, adaptive time 
averaging can yield better GF estimates and eliminate the need for averaging over weeks 
at a time. Such an estimate may be possible over only a few days or less if conditions are 
right and ranges between hydrophones are tens of times the depth of the water, as this is a 
requirement for accurate measurements of ocean acoustic parameters. When possible, this 
will enable rapid, clandestine characterization of environmental characteristics such as 
water column sound speed, various seabed acoustic properties, and how environmental 
parameters change over time. 
The second conclusion of note is that combined use of the focusing metrics 
proposed and examined in this thesis will result in unique solutions to inverse problems. 
While similar, the pressure amplitude and energy approximation metrics exhibit different 
sensitivity to geoacoustic parameters, only matching up in range and depth when the 
matched model parameters are used in forward and back propagation. For geoacoustic 
inversion, this provides a way to cross-check parameters being tested. Certain parameters 
can result in zero range or depth discrepancies for one metric or the other, but only the 
correct parameters will result in matched range and depth focus locations for both the 
pressure amplitude and energy approximation metrics. The pre-whitening metric can be 
used as an additional check provided SNR is adequate. Since this metric is more sensitive 
and can be more accurate than the other two, it will likely be best used like the “fine” focus 
dial on a microscope to zero in on the original source location and correct parameters once 
the “course” focus has been established using one of the other metrics. 
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Lastly, all focusing metrics tested are robust to noise, especially the pressure 
amplitude and energy methods, which are only thrown off by one depth step when SNR is 
as low as 0 dB. This has important implications beyond noise interferometry and passive 
remote sensing of the environment. Our finding suggests the possibility of quiet source 
detection and localization using a two-element passive TRM if the environment is known 
well enough. Such a capability would be hugely relevant tactically for any naval force. 
Given their tactical relevance, GF deduction through rapid NCCF estimation and 
potential source localization with a passive two-element TRM pose attractive areas of 
future research and should be explored further as early as is practical.  
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